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题范文专项练习】 Topic69：如果你有机会学一门你从未学过

知识，你想学什么？ Topic69 If you could study a subject that you

have never had the opportunity to study, what would you choose?

Explain your choice, using specific reasons and details.［托福参看

范文之一］Topic: 69In a modern society, most people are easy to

change jobs. However, they may feel that they dont have much

confidence when facing a new job, not because of a new

enviornment but also a lack of knowledge about the new job. Due to

different requirements from different backgrounds, I think

vocational educatin is in need. The reasons are as follow: Firstly,

vocatinal education can help us adapt to a new environment fast.

Although one is doing the same job in a field, there are also

differences exsiting in different fields. For example, an English

translator needs different background knowledge if he is working in

chemistry and IT field. When he translates some articles or does

some interpretations about IT field, he needs to know the knowledge

about IT, like the technical terms. Suppose that he doesnt know any

technical terms, how can he understand some special meanings of

these words, or even do a translation successfully? This is the reason

that he needs some vocational training about IT, such as basic skills

or common terms. Once he knows more, he will adapt the new

environment fast and have a confidence in doing his job.In addition,



vocational education can increase a persons value. As a humanbeing,

we are learning everyday. No matter what kind of knowledge we

learn, as long as they are good, we can benefit from them. This

society is full of new technologies and new inventions. Of course we

cannot finish learning all when we are in school. But we also cannot

give up learning when starting a job.We still need to upgrate

ourselves to get used to this fast-changing society. In order to achieve

this goal, we need vocational education to help us. They are more

practical than the knowledge we learned from schools because this

knowledge you need to use everyday. Only mastering it firmly can

we do the job well.Last but not least, vocational education can help

us to be promoted to a high level. As we know, a person to be

promoted to a manager or director needs to have a thorough

understanding about the job and the field he is doing. By

understanding the knowledge or skills he needs, he has a strong

competition against other people. In other words, he has a priority to

be promoted if he knows his job well through vocational

education.In short, without vocational education people use what

they have already learned, but they wont focus on what kind of

knowledge they should learn in order to adapt their new

environments, add their values and increase their competitions.

Above explanations are reasons i think vocational education is very

important to us. Thus, if i could study a subject that i have never had

the opportunity to study, i will choose vocational education.［托福

参看范文之二］If I could study a subject that I have never had

opportunity to study, I would choose to study how to use the



Internet. There are a lot of advantages that the Internet can bring to

us. For example, it can get us informed timely, expose us to a lot of

chances of knowing other peoples and their cultures, and help us

obtain the materials for our studies conveniently. If I know how to

use it, I can take the advantages of it.The Internet can get me

informed timely. There is always a lot of news on the Internet that is

broadcasting 24 hours everyday and updating timely. I can read the

headlines, the financial news, the sports points, and the weather

reports every time when I connect my phone modem with my

computer. From reading the news on the Internet, I can know

everything happening around me. It is very important for me to deal

with my daily life with this information. It gives me a lot of chance to

know different peoples. I can know what they are thinking about and

how they areliving their lives. The World Wide Web Sites include all

of the countries and religions’information. I can tour

internationally on Net without going out of my house. From visiting

their pages, I can know more details about them. That is helpful to us

since all of the peoples in the world should understand each other to

make sure that we could live together peacefully.The Internet gives

me the convenience of getting almost any useful materials for my

study. I can just type a few letters and click the search engine to get

them. I can do them in the early morning in my pajama while having

my breakfast at the same time. Nothing could be more convenient

than the Internet in doing research work like this.In short, if I could

choose one subject to study, I would definitely choose to study the

Internet for its timely updating news and its convenience. I would



also like to travel to new worlds and meet other different peoples.

That will be really helpful for me to live a life successfully. 100Test 下
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